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Newspaper ailing •
Campus debts jeopardize future opera].
By Naomi Laskey
Staff Writer
•
The Maine Campus, faced with
a growing list of debts and
nowhere to turn for funds, is
once again considering a cutback
in the number of issues printed
per - week, the editor said
Wednesday.
"Right now we're facing severe
cutbacks unless we come up with .
some alternatives," said Nancy
Storey,  editor. of  the campus
— 
newspaper.
She explained The student-run
newspaper is in debt to the
university as well as to creditors.
Until bills are paid, she said, only
a minimum- of supplies may be
purchased and production of a
newspaper four times weekly may
be impossible.
The Campus has been printed
four time,s a week since the 1982
fall semester, when the paper was
unable to support five issues per
week with advertisements.
In the years 1979-82, the
Campus amassed a debt of about
$10,000. Last semester the
university loaned the campus
- paper that amountinthe farm of
an interest-free loan.
• Chris Paradis, *business
manager of the Campus, said
although the paper is currently
breaking even when advertising
dollars and printing costs are
compared, past debts, including a
payment on the university bill,.
are hampering the paper's/
survival:- ; 
Paradis said the Campus
currently has $10,900 in debts
other than the university loan./
This amount, however, is roughly,
equal to the amount advertisers
owe the Campus he said./
_ The Campus gets .18,100 each
year kern ---the/University'iA-
exchange .f o/ allowing the
journalism department to use the
newspaper as a laboratory for
journalism students.
"That figure, $8,100, was set
in/the mid '60s, but/since then the
,sIumber of journalism majors has
grown from less than 100 to
about 400," StOrey said.
Storey- said journalism majors
usinheCathüs as a latioratorT: • •
are being and will, in the event of
further cuts, be hurt. Their
education and creativity suffer,
she said.
Bob Neal, advisor to the .
Campus and a professor of
journalism, said cutbacks could
rW-tiCelty- at least- one half the-3-
athoUnt of writing students are
(See CAMPUS page 2)
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Colby frats fight taxes:
U1110 frats may benefit
By Rich Garven Kirk wouldn't comment on the
Staff Writer matter because the case has already
UMO fraternities could save as been filed in court.
much as $53,000 a year in taxes if a Colby's case revolves around three
state -statute, which exempts all 
points. First, -he - is no
fraternal organizations except college difference between a college fraternity
fraternities from paying taxes,--is--- and -any other fraternity- such as The—
declared unconstitutional. Elks or the Knights of Columbus.
The case between the Colby College Second, the value Kirk has assigned to
fraternities and the city of Waterville the buildings is too high. And third,
will go to the Maine Superior nun in the fraternities at Colby serve
Augusta sometime next month over the college as dorms. Colby fraternities--
contested statute. Currently UMO are on campus and owned by the
fraternities pay $53,000 in taxes, while college. Members eat their meals in the
Colby and Bowdoin pay approximately college dining commons. Utilities for
$30,000 and $36,000 a year, tpe fraternities' buildings are provided
respectively. Through the college.
Gamma Alpha Association at Colby "We're questioning the
is one of the eight fraternity constitutionality rof the law its
elf,"
corporations takihg legal 'action. Roberts said. "It's those three words
According to Dave Roberts, treasurer in the statyte ('except college
of GAA, Colby fraternities had never fraternit
ies') that we're trying to get
been taxed Until two years ago. Then off the 
books."
"out of the blue" the fraternities Dean of Student Affairs, 
William
started receiving a bill for taxes from Lucy, believes that the case Coul
d, go
Waterville Tax Assessor William Kirk. one ol T m ways. The cou
rts-0-41r
The fraternities at UMO and leaye the statute alone an
d nothing will
Bowdoin have been paying taxes since come off the whol
e thing; the entire
the turn of the century. statute w
ill be stricken from the books,
"I don't know why we weren't taxed thus making all organiza
tions subject-
in the past," Roberts said. "Either the to taxes; or just Colby will be
assessors hadn't seen the statute or affected," Lucy said
they just didn't desire to tax us."
p.
•
(See FRATERNITIES page 2)
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Nurse files grievance
Regulations require
she contes- t dismissal
with no outside help
By Scott Milliken
Staff Writer
If you are considering employment
at the University of Maine, be prepared
f01 what's happened to Janet Bilyk.
As reported in-the Mathe Campus
Ja'n. 21, Bilyk was dismissed as a
part-time nurse at the Cutler ,Health
Center on Jan. 11. She said she
received- no prior notice and the
reasons -givrirr-for-
vague and "did not represent the facts
as (she) remembers them."
Bilyk is currently contesting her
dismissal through the university's
Grievance Procedures for Non-Repre-
sented Employ,ees, her only available
recourse.
Because Bilyk was fired during her
initial six months of employment, a
probationary period imposed on all
new employees, she is not entitled to
representation by any union or
collective bargainjng unit.
-
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Tracy Bigney, UMO's Director for
Labor Relations, said that during the -
probationary period employees need
not be given notieeprior to firing but
"it would be unusual that an employee ---
would be given no indication of
problems." She aTs413 said "there are
no specific rules governing dismissal
during the probationary period," and
that there are no specified minimum
standards which must be violated to
warrant dismissal. Dismissal is
subject only to a department head
"convincing the vice-president and
president of the specific reasons for
dismissal." Bigney said
President Silverman was given
"specific reasons" by Dr. George
Wood, the health center director,
sufficient for Silverman to authorize
Bilyk's dismissal. • lo far.Bilyihas
had no formal opportunity to tell her
story to anyone.
Bilyk said she will not discuss
specifics of her case until she has
exhausted her chances for resolution
through the grievance procedures, or
exhausted heri,,If in the process, which
could involve months.,
(See JOB ACTION page 3)
ouse boils over pot
Twenty lawmakers
get 'Maine's finest'
in morning mail
By Mike Harman
Staff Writer
A group calling itself the
Maine Marijuana Growers
Association sent a letter of
introduction to approximately 20
Maine state legislators
WedrieSday morning, complete
with a sample of what appeared
to be the group's finest
homegrown.
Rep. John Bott, (R-Orono)
said he was quite surprised when
he opened his letter from the
group during a committee
_
'‘‘
ww-wwwww•I-=
•
• --
.**
meeting and, one of the illicit
cigarettes fell out on his desk.
Bott said, "Mostly younger
members, perceived to be more
liberal, got the letters," but
Speaker or the House John
Martin (0-Eagle Lake) received
two joints in his envelope. The
state crime lab.in Augusta has not
Yet positivly identified the
substailLe the legislators received.
The photocopied letters sent by
the group sought to explain what
the organization is and 'what it
stands for by stating: "The
Maine Marijuana Growers are an
asSociation dedicated to the
(See MARIJUANA page 24
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Continued from pageone ---
There has bean some question over
-whether UMO fraternities would still
be exempt Irom paying taxes even if-
Colby wins and the statute is changed.
This is because Colby's fraternities are
owned by the. college while UMO 
-fraternities Own their-buildings.
Lucy believes if. Colby wins, ,UMO
fraternities -also will become exempt
from having to pay  "From what
' I've read I think there will be irripple-
effect and the fraternities up here-
won't have to pay taxesanymore." _
Orono- Town helanager Ray Cota
thinks the Superior Court clecigion will 
be a-- broad-based one that will effec.t
everyone. However, he doesn't think it
should .apply to UMO.
"The fratermiTtes use eVerything
from Orono'slife-department to its
outdoor hockey rink," Cota
"It's really not fair that they. use our
services and not pay for-them." ,
Cota said he didn't-know how the
Orono town council would deal with
the loss in revenue should it occur.
• Marijuana
— 
Continued from page one
•
promoting of the use of domestic
pot. By 'offering a high-quality;
unadulterated- product-r---we- --
improve public, health and cut
into organized C,'rime's windfall,
with the sales remaining in the—
taxes.fMaine economy."' •
Bott said, "There is a bill to
'criminalize marijuana _in the
winks. This may have -been- a
response to that bill. The letters
had a -pestmark-i-of -Freeport on
them, but rtirtierf:a forest
. -Avenue, Orono, return address."
The lettelts celled for an end to
the enforcement of marijuana
_ laws by stating. "Rome isfstazting
to burn. Our energy resouices
are better directed to more
--
Critical needs. Stop 'wasting
Maine resources on prohibitive
--,--enforcement. Put an end to the
paternalistic intrusion into life,
liberty and the pursuit of
happiness." .
"The only thing their
organization is doing is turning
lawmakers into lawbreakers,"
Bott said.
Feeling Anxious?
Become a part of a treatment/
research program designed Whelp
_yOu tuideIstqnd and cope with- -
feelings of tension, worry and
anxiety. The program Will involve
six individual hourly sessions and
.will be scheduled at your -
convenience. All sessions and
research materials are strictly
i confidential. There is no charge for
-; this service. Contact: Joyce Stein
. (1392) at the Counseling Center or
: set-up a 30 minute intake session
I with the secretary. Reading this
• more than once? Why not call us
1. today?
. . .01 oral eirolikellroji,Nr• .0 . • .,i. • ... • . :
24 Main St.
Orono 866-4209
—NEED CASH?
.WANTED! All kinds_ pf
musical instrumerits and acces-
sories, any age or condition.
-Cassettes
-Records
-8 Track Tapes
SAM'S MUSIC PLACE
30 Main St., 947-6340
)5
_
Campus staff at work: (MaryEllen Malaya photo)
• Campus Continued from page one
doing for publication.
"It would be short-changing
the students," Neal said.
"We're telling students we can offer
them real newspaper experience: The
Maine Campus is our real newspaper.
It's bordering on deceit to tell them
they'll get that and not come
through," he said.
Storey suggested the Campus be
funded in part by a communications
fee-or-activity charge _which students
SALE
20 percent off already low prices
on all wool and Cotton clothing, all,
leather goods & tapestries
Choose from the large selection of skirts, 
pants,.
_
blouses, and dresses all made from 100 percent—
.imported cotton in bright sOlids andb India prints.
-
SALE Goin on Now
--f—, 
ALTEC LANSING
Santana II Speaker System
Floor-standing vented speaker system with 12' woof-
er. 5' cone tweeter Features hand rubbed oiled wal-
nut cabinet with composition slate top removable
acoustically transparent black knit fabric grille. Fre-
quency response 40-20,000 Hz ±5 db; crossover
2 5 kHz. power range 12 to 150 W: long-term maxi.
mum output 107.5-d8 SPL at 45 W. impedance 8
ohms; 25'./,'H x 19'W x 160  $330
$262.47
AA R42 AM/DA-Stereo Receiver
Stereo receive) with Zero- nye' Cilcuit. ;() moving-cost
(MC) cartridge capability Features dc servo amplifier;
subsonic filter.% 2-segment fluorescent power me-
ters, digital auartz synthesized tuning, single-screen
itfluorescent: /splay for all functions. 20 presets. auto,
scanning pability, random-access tuning, acoustic
memory i tikratic fader tape dubbing Output pow-
er 60 WIchannel minimum tuts Jag 8 ohms, 20-
20.000 Hz at 0 008% THD  $430
$351 .95
GX-F66RC Stereo Cassette Deck
Computer controlled auto reverse stereo cassette
deck with Dorby B and C noise reductmn systems
Features automatic reverse in rntOrd, plaitilutck-re-
verse mechanism, automatic play. continuous plaY:
random program search, blank search; IntrdScan;
automatic tape selector; twin field Super GX head;
automatic record mute: 16-segment bargrep tier' >22 dB at kHZ: effectiva moving mass 0 29
ters, electronic digital tape counter Wow and nutter not7-187 24-w-x—rffi4;46.311.14.7...0______
0035% writ, frequency response 20-19,000 Hz
.1.:3 dB with metal tape, SIN ratio no NR/Dolby
8/Colby C 60/70/80 dB with metal tape, distortion
<07% 
Group Sales Representatives warned
for Ski trips.- to Sugarloaf at the Red
Stallion Inn ,235-2/91.
_ —
SPREAD THE WORD
From JanuarY 17 to February 4, a
Spread ,the "Word campaign was and is
. _
being conducted throughout the UMO
arnpus. This program enables Freshmen
and Sophomores to gain insight into and
knowledge of a course that has been a
part of the UM() curriculum for over 60
 years, A.rmy ---ftTC-.—The ROTCS.
awareness- campaign alrows you to gain
valuable infoinintion abour1nany carter —
opportunities, leadership and service
===fraining That ROTC Iras-to'bffer, while at
the same time increasing ROTC students 
involvement in the total program. '
lf you would like to know more about
AP-8110 Semiautomatic Turntable
Belt-driven semiautomatic tYrntable with automatic
tonearm return Features 4-pole synchronous motor,
straight tonearm with antiskate control; removable ,
headshell, tront-panel controls. detachable dust cov-
er; low-resonance-compound base Wow and flutter
0.05%. AS. rumble 65 dB, DIN •B  $100
$7.75
$4r5o
$271 .95
Al so available:
Technics SA210 25 watt
Digital Receiver
.16
BSR 8" 2-way speakers
$76.75/pair
MICHAELS EtECTRONICS
§45-6922
,
Classifieds
  
.Efficiency apartment. Biargor. --
' rooms. Clean Hat in-ducted. $146 per
Month. Off 'street parking. 947-1204.
Keep trying.
DEMOCRATIC SOCJALIST AL-
TERNATIVE-Follow-up to Michael
Harrington. Speaker: Penny Schantz,
national LISA Field Representative. Sun-
day, January 3o, 7:30-9:00 p.m.,
Peabody Lounge, Memorial Union. All
interested persons welcome.
would pay as part of their semester bill.
"They would pay for it as if it was a
subscription rate. This could also be
done by the administration for the
faculty," Storey said.
The universities of New Hampshire
and Vermont newspapers are partially
funded by such student activity fees.
UNH's twice weekly paper gets 10
percent of its revenue from a student
activity fee. UVM's weekly paper gets
$12,000 yearly from similar fees.
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MONTESSORI PRE-SCHOOL—to—
open on Stillwater Avenue, Old Town.
Quality education for children, ages 2 1/2-6
years. For information 
-011_123-4975.
evenings.
AU DIO-TEc H N ICA- --
AT130E Phono Cartridge -
Output 5 0 mV at 5 cm/sec: trequelserealigitTh5-
30.000 Hz with class II tolerance; channel
batance4separation 0.75/30 dB at 1 kHz. tracking
force 08-i 8 g. 02 X 0 7-mil B.Ractial nude mount-
ed diamond styli sector-Aligned dual magnet, pira;
toroidal* coil; rePlacement stylus ATN130E AROTC, the opportunities and personal
($50) • tbenefits it has to.otfar then contact-112e 1- 1014‘ 
TECHNICS 
$45.00 an AROTC sii4eM or COlitat.t /TM- Paul
Rogers, at telephone number 581-4731.
SL-QL1 Linear-Tracking Turntable We will then set up an appointment for
Quartz directAnve 33'/,- and 45-rpm i.irntable with you.
linear-tracking tonearm. Features fully automhtic op- "Open your dock" to a new future.
!ration; NO-performance plug-in Met cartrolige: man- Find out what Army ROTC is all about.
LW override; fOrkearM POsition scale with LED indica- Sincerely;
tor. Wow and tluttere.012% wrins; rumble *:7.8
OIN 8; cartitclge output 2.5 mV-at 1 104L-5.cmitsec; 
Paul Rogers
frequency response 20-35000 Hz ±3 d0; separe• Cotmeticsierigent carrer opportuni-
ties in skin care and cosmetics. Will train.
EstablishedNL47-4060 -for
interview.
BREAK-A-WAYS: Srilig Recess in
Bermuda or Nassau. Sign up now for best
accomodations. See Millie or Perry at the
Memorial Union Information Center.
WARNING! Too flinch SUN, BEER,
and FUN- can 'hUr-ti tind Out MARCH-
BREAK! FLORIDA! BERMUDA!
BAHAMAS! Call Mark 827-8254.
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Woodsmen let axes fly on Saturday
By Mageen arrington
Staff Writer
The days of lumbering have
changed, but this Saturday the
UMO--Wootimen's Team will
continue to rekindle the spirit. of
 an era gone by—
The Woodmen's Team meet,
beginnAt at 9 a.m. behind
Nutting mark the first
winter meet the team has
sponsored on its home turf.
UNH, Colby College and Unity
CoUegilLuying_to- -axe
Maine's home turf advantage.
Anita Roberts, captain of the
_ women's team, said the tradition
of holding woodsmen
competitions began here in 1947, -
-with women joining the sport
Some 27 years later. Currently,
nine out of the 25 member team
are wonien.
To accommodate the size of
the team, members are broken
down into three sub-groups of six
contestants. In most events,
members race to beat the clock.
Om hundred points are awarded
to the fastest time, with
competitors receiving points
proportionate to the ,best time,
Participants either work as a
team or choose one to represent
their six-member group.
The events in the woodsmen's
meet are exhausting -and back!
IAIL A
Market
19 Mill Street Downtown, Orono
Busch Bar Bottles $8.80
& fax & dep
Coke,'I'ab and Siiiite 3 for $1.00
& tax &dep
Good for one free game at
Underground Games
'Mill St., Orono
limit one per customer Expires 2/3/83
1•11.1M•0 
DUBAY AUTO AANIKk
PARTS INAPAr
vimpr,
Mill St. Downtown
Orono 8§6-5523 
Come see us for
all your car
care needs
De rasse Jeweler
\Yr
M treet
Downtown Orono
10 Percegt_Qff Jewelry for
all UMO Students 
also-
Close Out Sale on
Fraternity and Sorority
Jewelry at ridicuously Tow
rices.
Focus presents in the
and South-Lown-koonv,_7:3O
p.m. to Midnight*
Friday:Banned In Tennessee
„Bluegrass music with Dan Pierce,
Dan Rers and Jamie Hayden.
Saturday: Val Dalessio
Guitar and vocals: contemporary,
.follc,-blues and 60s and 70s pop.
Na
ADMISSION
- 
CHARGE.—
,
THE.. FO'C'SLE
7 I 
,
1
1
breaking. The quarter split and
the dot split require one accurate
person to split the log so that
each segment is marked with part
of the orange dot. .Ory the
horizontal and vertical speed
chop, the woodsman must be
_skillfull and quick. chop
through an 8 inch by 8 inch piece
Of pine.
Another event is fire building,
in which one member builds a fire
made from one peice of cedar
and three matches, and then
blows to--boil__over a soap bucket
placed-off-theiburhing embers.  - -
One team- event includes the
c'rd --- Cut, *here Three groups-of
two work tlirge-toothed sawsbatic
and forth to sever --three Wood
-
cookies from a giant log. Th'e'
swede "saw is another team
activity where each team member
Must cut two wood cookies.
Paul Miller, captain of the
men's team said the meets are
"physically exhausting but a
great way to let off steam and
have fun." - ---
Roberts said the women's team
competes with just_ as much _
strength and-vigorand sometimes
must compete against them if no
women's teams are present. The
only difference in their rules is
that the wood size is decreased to
6 inches by 6 inches in the chop
and they may cut one wood
cookie instead of two in the
swede saw competition.
_ Joel Tripp, a two-year member
- of the team,-will be competing in
the' horizontal speed chop at
Saturday's meet.
"I'm psyched. I've been
working like hell to decrease my
time. It should be great fun,"
Tripp said.
• Job action Continued from page one —
Mity-49g4----Ploiber part-time_ administrator.,"  ..who p must   respond
ntitse wat- crisiiii-sse&Wm thealth 20 days:-
center after more than five months- BY pursuing the grievance
employment. Requesting -anonymity procedures step-by-step, Bilyk may not
because she works for the state, she reach an impartial official for another
said she was given no reason for her 60' taus— This officia1,4he2:e. XeCUrisie-
dismissarir—id she initiated grievance Liii.e%;i01 for cuiPLYte rel.-1601 s. 11101
proceedings. But she soon gave up. submit a report to Silverman within 20
She said, "The grievance, procedure is days if Bilyk is not satisfied with his
time 'consuming and extremely decision. If Silverman is satisfied, he
will issue a final campus decision ondraining., It could easily take six
monthsif pursued to the end." the matter. Bilyk must then appeal to
Last Saturday, Bilyk sent a written the chancellor's office and wait for up
grievance to _her supervisor, Ann to a month for a response. If the
Sossong. This must be answered within chancellor finds in Bilyk's favor he will
120-days. If not satisfied, Bilyk must return the -case To Silverman for
appeal to "the next appropriate reconsideration.
UMO STUDEN
 
 TAKE•
THE B&A BUS
TO AROOSTOO
OUNTY FOR
HALF-FARE!
(ANYTIME!)
B&A BUS
Leaves from retu%of.61ternorial Union 9:19 AM, Mon-Sax -6:25 PM Daly
—
'
•
_• ,
•
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- State of optimism
\."
If rhetorical prowess and Wittre sufficient criteria
4--4N to4t1dge a State of the Union address, President
\ Reagan's messageto the nation Tuesday night might
*led a Success. The pomp and circumstance that
surrounds the occasion often elicits a fleeting surge
of optimism in the American people. This year, ABC
polls indicated 17 percent more Americans supported
Reagan's political game plan immediately after his
address4han prior to it.
Yet popular agreement will quickly fade as the
reality of the present situation regains the stage. If
we look to Reagan's January 1982 address and all its
glorious predictions, then reflect on the economically
disastrous year that followed, his bright forecast for
1983 seems somewhat pathetic. Unless, of course,
your yearly income falls into the bracket where the
of the administration's tax cuts fall-450,000 and
over.
Certainly, one would belfoolish to expect much
from a State of the Union address besides billious
verbosity that ranks the United States "the best in the
world" and assures economic prosperity in the year
ahead. And Reagan gave us just that—a smiling
flicker of hope.
Despite a $190 billion deficit and unemployment
nearing 11 percent, Reagan asserted "America is on
the mend'—the catch phrase of his address.
The crux of Reagan's short-term formula for
 
 staving offa f unfledged depressioa-is a federal freeze
on most domestic spending, not defense. That will
mean an increase in defense spending, over inflation-
paced increases, of 14 potent but an actual reduction
• ..
- -0-
of 3 percent in domestic spending. Seri. Edward
Kennedy, in an interview 'following the address,
called the plan "a freeze in Medicare payments
instead of a nuclear freeze." Despite a strong call for
cuts in defense spending from key Republicans on
Capitol Hill, the five-year, S1.6 trillion defense
package remains unchallenged by Reagan.
Economic problems—unfortunately--are
overshadowing the ultimately more critical problems
of arms reduction talks with the Soviet Union. In
fact, Reagan oily touched this most crucial issue
-during the address. He said the United States is
"vigorously pursuing" arms negotiations. But with
a growing defense budget, over and above inflation,
:
•
.• •
••• 
•C•
will nuclear weapons production be curtailed? -
Skeptisismistinavoidable. Despite the flood of
rhetoric that's flowed forth from the mouths of past
presidents, despite the negotiation's, the production
of nUclear weaponry has increased steadily.
Reagan glossed over the U.S. relationship with
Central and Latin America summing up our interests
there in a trite cliche: "a partnership for peace." He
then skit:anted this gent. "Out. foteign-policy has
been based on realism." Analysis of U.S. corporate
interests. Reagan's administration has been no
exception to this rule: In fact, it has been downright
blatant about maintaining U.S. "interests" despite
the side-effects: continued support of repressive
political governments and deep and growing-.
resentment amongst peoples in the Americas towards
the United States. If anything, the Reagan
administration has been fueled by a strong ideology
to ralls support from an American people cOlifused
by conflicting reports from the press. -- -
The United States is inextricably tied to
international community economically, politicall!,
and militarily. The State of the Union should not fail
to stress U.S. relationships with the international
community--for our own policies have abolished any
kind-of independence we once could maintain. The
state of the unioninvolves the state of the world.
On the domestic front, the angle focused on by the
popular-media,_Reagan'sapproach was mailed by a
significantly more bipartisan platform than orie year
ago. When he -stressed that it is the government that
must lead the eOuntry back to economic stability,
Congressional applause thundered forth the
strongest. Unemployment benefits would be
extended six months for workers receiving their last
federal paycheck--a conciliatory gesture to be sure,
and a justifiable one too.
Indeed, Reagan's address was not without
redeeming qualities; though fundamental policy
changes necessary for economic recovery were not
suggested--defensetuts and tax refo-fm-that-will
stimulate working class buyers in America.
\
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Extraneous Verbiage
TOM BURRALL
No party
I've heard the conversation
dreds of times before from guzzlers to
teetotalers. It's always the same -
marling-less conversatonrwhieh leeks
substance. It is cheap chatter.
"So why did you transfer to IMO,
of all places?" .the senior asked-the-
transfer.
"Well all my friends told me this
place is one heck of a party school. 1
was unhappy where I was so I decided
I'd go to a place that knew how to
party. I really didn't look into. any
- specific program before coming up
here, but all my in-state friends said .
UMO'really knows how .to, party, so
lige 4 am," the transfer. Said.
"Don't you know people call tviailie 
ttfe land' of cold women and warm
beer?" the senior asked. "Sure Maine
has one or two fraternities that can
throw a good one, but so what. The
people who call a school a non-party-
ing school are people who 'don't go out
of their way to find a good time. It
doesn't matter where you-are- If you
want to have a good time, you'll have
_. -
The sent couldn't be more correct.
Ityou want to have a good time, you'll
have one. College students loosely
abuse the word party. "Let's go have
a couple beers!! is -certainly not the
same as "Let's go party."
College students have a lot of
connotations for party. the Most
common being to overindulge. If You
can remember where you were last
night then you didn't party.
- And why is it that the college sector,
uses the word party as a verb 'More
than any 9ther group in. society? It is _
such a weak verb. To tell someone you -
are going - to party ts- tike- telling--=—
someone something is beautiftil. If you
don't further -elaborate on party and
beautiful thea yott---are-fust-..vesting-
your breath. The terms cannot stand
alone. Both are\ much too subjective.
In the eyes of some students, a
party school- is-a great place io go get
educated. To administrators, having
their school called a party school is
worse than being seen in public or
even outside their offices.
Our state school neighbors in
Durham became so paranoid their
legislators would think, they were a
party school, that the president and
other alumni officials,destroyed 55,000_
copies of their alumni magazine whic
pictured a student in cap and gown
holding a champagne bottle.
Imagine that! A.22-year-old probab-
ly let a couple bubbles of alcohol pass
his lips. You'd -think the kid was
some-sort of a lunatic or Something.
Those readers of the 55,000 copies
probably will never realize college
students on occasion party and- good
gracious if they found out students at
their alma mater consumed such
dreadftil beverages. Those adminis-
trators must have felt So powerful
throwing S10,000 worth at-magazines
in the incinerator.
Imagine being labeled a party
school. That is almost as ridiculous as
using party as a verb.
Tom Burral is a senior forestry major,
minoring in journalism, from Geneva,
N. Y .
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-by Victor R. Hathaway
When many people hear the word "opera," they
immediately think of a fat lady in a Viking hat
screaming in Italian at the top of her lungs.
But next, week, the UMO community will have the
opportunity to see first hand that that stereotype, like
most., is more myth than fact.
an the evening of Friday, Feb. 4, the curtain will
part in Hauck Auditorium on -opening night of
Ginseppi Vgri:Ws .2!..F.aist3ff," . the first. UM0-
produced opera in five years.
How does "Falstaff" break the above stereotype?
"They never stand; they're_ _ always moving,"
conductor Ludlow HallmMi explained during a
recent-r-ehearsal, amid the dinof saws, hammers,
piano, and arias. .
"And the two major Niles in it are not fat, old
--ladies-they're men. Falstaff and Ford are the most
. difficult rotes in it. And then there's Quickly.
....Quickly was a madam, and that's a lot different from
the fat lady that sits around screaming. This is very
lis.„•10
-
lively theater. We've worked very hard to get
dramatic elements of the piece to come across."
By "we" Hallman meant the combined efforts of
more than 150 faculty and students who have spent
weeks in planning and preparation.
"Les_pretty hard to believe it takes 150 people,"
-11U-d-Sandi-Eyntsi-stage manager, "but it illustrates
the complex nature of opera production. For
instance, we have a cast of 26 performers, the
principal roles and the chorus. We also have 30
people in the orchestra. Those are the major
production elements that the audience will be aware
of. ---
"But behind the scenes, you have people working
for months building scenery, and sewing costumes,
--
the
•
_
Photos by Erwin Wilder '
and that crew totals about 40. There's also a staff of
designers, directors, ,producers, secretaries taking
care of publicity and what-not. And when you add in
all the ushers, box office staff, and the house
managers that will be there on the evening o4-. the
performance to manage audience traffic, 150 People
is no exageration "
With - that many people working  on-the same
prOjett, the coordination can beCsome excruciatingly
complex. But the object,'Hallman said, is to make it
all seeniThuite effortless, so afar the audience can
enjr.,3 the performance without being aware of the
production of it. -
"Falstaff" is a „three-act comedy based en
Shakespeare's "Merry Wives of Windsor," and
though originally written in Italian is performed in
English.
The story takes place in Windsor, England, during
the fifteenth century. The title character, Sir John
Falstaff, sends identical love letters to the rich
Mistresses Ford and Page, for the purpose of
restoring his depleted finances.
"1-le'd be a tragic figure if he weren't so funny,"
said Denis Drobinski, a graduate student in music,
who plays the fat, aging Falstaff. "Age has passed
him by, and all he has left is his name, 'Sir Falstaff,'
and this is the way he. commands respect, because
he's knighted. But he has little money. And his
motivation all through- the show, even ,though it
seems that he's a womanizer, he's not womanizing
just anybody, he's picking the women in town who
have moiN.y.Ele.'s trying to get some substance
behind his titles so that he can be 'Sir Falstaff, the
rich.'
"And it never quite works for him; he's always
being trounced upon by the other members of the
cast who have the money but don't have the station
that he does."
„.. 
The two ladies, Mistress Ford TiAayW-bY Barbara 
Johnson) an'd Mistress Page (played by Heidi Fogg),
catch on to the scheme, and decide to teach him
lesson by playing up to him and subjecting him to a
series of humiliating pranks designed to make a fool
of him. They are assisted in this counterscheme by
Dame Quickly (played by Lois Sturtevant) who acts
as a liaison between Falstaff and the. women. The
! 
_ 
4 _
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plot thickens as more people are drawn into the 
charade, and ML .Ford (played by Joseph Vv'iggett),
becomes jealous and distrustful of his wife.
But Falstaff endures the abuse with gallantry.
"Falstaff' never realizes he's defeated," Drobinski
said. "Every time he's down on his luck, somehow he
turns it around and makes it his victory." At one ,
point, he's dumped in the river and emerges wet and ,  
shivering. But upon taking a drink of wine, the--;
sunshine returns to his face, and he sings about the
world being vile and nasty; everything will be all
right, however, as long as he has his wine and hit
enormous stomach.
"Falstaff" is Verdi's last work. "He was 80 years
old when he wrote this piece," Hallman said, "and it
is entirely different from anything else he wrote-in his
entire life. He wrote one other comedy; it was the
first piece he ever wrote as a very young man, and it
was an absolute disaster. Everything else in his career
_
are very black tragedies: everybody dies in the end,
and there are jealouS love affairs, and duels, and the
highest form of Italian melodrama ,you can -__'•
"And for his last work--and he knew it would be
his last work--he picks a comedy. Being able to go_
through the entire piece slowly and study it measure-
by-measure as we have here with the students, there
are moments of ravishing beauty that go by and
never return. There's also a bitterness in the way he
laughs in this piece: you almost hear him say, 'well,
you know, I used to write beautiful music like this,
uit'skindFof-cornyi-isnit- ill Let '-s-do-somethin
else now." -
Tickets for"Falstairare on sale now and can be --
bought at the box office at Hauck Auditorium  
weekdays fromf-11 a.m. to 2 p.m., and reservations
can be phoned in at any time at 581-1715. The show
will run Feb. 4, 5,9, 11, and 12, with a matinee on
Feb. 7.
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TheAlaine Cam pus MAgazine Forum 
ro. by Blake/ De Haas/ Jacc"
The length of a semester at the University of Maine was 15 weeks plus a week
for final exams for at least 20 years preceding the establishment of the Iit•Week
semester in 1973. It is time for apAsSessrnent in academic terms of_this 10-year
experience with a shortened semester_  •
Is there moreto learn today than 30 years ago; indeed, inorelhan nine years
ago, or even one year ago? Is there more that`a young person must know in 1983
to qualify for entry-level, positions- in a profession or graduate school than one
had to know in 1953? The answer is obvious, yet there are those who argue that
we should continue to offer a semester which has condensed, rather than
expanded, the time a student has to absorb the skills and knowledge required tó
function competitively in our complex society..
Concurrently, we are asking students and their families to pay more for a four-
yeat education that is 7 percent shorter or the equivalent of two three-hour
courses shorter than it was_ under the 15-hour semester. The inevitable
consequeneeeithe "distillation" process, brought about by increase of subject-
material and no time-span increase, is that the pace of many courses has become
exceedingly intense or, alternativefyt_shaliow_ln treatment_
The pace-and pressure generated-by inadequate time for proper digestion of
course work diminishes the pleasure of learning and leads to loss of enthusiasm
and depression over the whole difficult process. The level of maturity and
sophistication required of our students increases concomitantly with the
increased requirements for skills and accumulated facts. To weave all these
threads into a truly educated mind and develop a person who is able and eager to
make learning a life-long pursuit takes time.
There is nothing magic about the term of 15 weeks for a semester or any
guarantee that the length brings better quality teaching. Mediocrity can come in a
varietyof-sizes. However, if scholastic excellence is to be emPhasized and given a
chance tablootrt, It must be-given time. For us to do our best to enable our most
prized products to compete successfully and to find satisfaction in ther collective
and individual lives, this is the moment to expand the time available for learning
rather than condensing.
The 15-week semester is at best a holding pattern in Mit endeavor, but to
maintain a 14-week semester in the face of the increasing mountain of knowledge
is to retreat from our responsibility as educators.
The 1983 Steve Grady
Memorial Creative
Writing Awards
Top award
2nd award
3rd award
Three
honorable
mentions
$1,000 -
700
500
100 each
The Grady creative writing contest is open
to all UMO students in or beyond their fourth
semester who have taken journalism or English
-courses and have not won the contest twice.
'Rules:
_ 1. Creative writing entries are to bc
delivered to 107 Lord Hall before noon, Friday,
March 11.
2. The writer's name cannot appear any-
where on the manuscript.
3. The write': should put her/his name,
address and telephone number in 's& sealed
envelope that accompanies the manuscript.
For further information contact the L, 4
Journalism and Broadcasting Dept., 107 Lord
Hall, 581-1282‘.
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by Joe Ledo
On Feb. 7, President Paul Silverman
will- recommend to the Board of
Trustees either a 14- -or- 15-week
academic calendar-for UMO in 1983-
84.
-
Arguing for adoption of the 15-week
academic calendar are Richard Blake,
chairman and professor of bioclfemis-
try. Herman De Haas. profess:or of
biochemistry. and Sally Jacobs. in-
structor in biochemistry.
Arguing against the I5-week calen-
dar and for the I9-week calendar are
Student Government President Jeff
Mills and Student Government Vice
president Jon Lindsay:,
Rebuttal by:Mills/ Lindsay - 
'The proponents of- the-l-5-Week calendar make many interesting points, bue-
some basic facts need to be demonstrated. As it stands now, with_the AFUM _
contract placing the faculty starting date no sooner than Sept. 1, 15 weekscouTd-- —
not be squeezed in before the Christmas break. Alw, as we potted out, the only
Other way to implement the 15-week calendar would be to litiVe finals after
Christmas, which in essence only negates the extra week. This means the 14-week
calendar is the best alternative.
At-this time wedo not -utilize the--14=weeic diftridar to-ns-potential, as there are
many days that are left unused. For instance, many professors give three prelims -
no final exam. Also, some classes get canceled because students are nor 
expected to show up before the various breaks. Unitl all of the days are used, we--
should not expand the calendar. It is important for both the faculty and
administration to ertforce the use of every day in the I4-week calendar/.„—
It must also be stressed that we are the only school in Maine that has' 70
instructional days (73 this semester), where most schools maintain a 13-week
calendar. If UMO goes to the 15-week calendar, system-wide transferability will
be almost impossible, since we will start two to three weeks after the other six
campuses begin their semester.
. -
The 15-week proponents are right when they say there is "nothing magic" 
ç: --
about a 15-week calendar and there is no guarantee that "lengthk brings better_----% --
,quality teaching." We do not want mediocrity in academic quality. We want
proof that the 14-week format is inferior before we expand the calendar, but as of
-yet, that proof is not sufficient.
We only know the I5-week calendar seems unworkable because of the
constraints of the standard calendar and the present system hasn't been exercized
to its fullest potential. Therefore, the most reasonable course to follow is to
retain the 14-week calendar and hold the faculty and administration responsible
for enforcing it.
_ .
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Graduate Students
The ii:offering grants for the spring
semester-for up to '200.00: Applications
should be picked up in the
Graduate Center
The deadline is February 25, 1983
Maine Graduate School 7 The Graduate Center
WihslOw Hall - 114 Estobrooke Hall
0 , 0
M A Clark
46 Main Street
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Con. by Mills! Lindsay
In recent months, the issue of adding one week to the academic calendar has
come into the campus limelight. But extending the calendar for one week is not
the real issue. The issue is the form or model necessary to accommodate t
fifteen weeks, as it would then make it impossible to end the semester befor
Christmas break-,-:-Because- of-this dilemma, it would be necessary to tur
traditional calendar, or finals after Christi-tuts .break. The problems arise
from the traditional model are mostly academic, but also to be co 'ered are
ts, bue -convenience and feasibility. -
N.FUM Whits& there are a lot of non-academic benefits to the 14-week alendar, such as
s keeping-travertime-tea-minimum, early opportunity for mployment in the
spring, easy transferability within the university system a allowing faculty to
have grades completed before the next semester sta s, we must remember
academics is the main concern. It has been stressed° oth sides of the issue that
 
 
academics has to come before convenience, but it i. not necessarily follow that
ere are traditional calendar it-The ansWer.
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It is true, the traditional calendar does provide one additional week of classes,
fiowever, when closely &Ai-Tuned-it becomes apparent the extra week is actually
canceled out in academics because approximately one week is needed to refresh
the students on the' information tosYover the two-week Christmas recess. In
simple3terms, the extra five academic days are lost in the rush to catch up on the
knowledge provided before the c-Kristmas break.
Some may argue the Thanksgiving layoff in the present 14-week calendar
causes this same layoff ef t, but the comparison of a three-day break to a two-
week break does not seçrn logical. It must also be remembered that students need
a reasonable.tirne a y from the pressures of university life, as is provided by.
leaving the semestçibreak at the present Christmas holiday break.
The general ob3ection among students is not to the additional week of classes,
but to the traditional calendar format. We believe students are here for the best
education they can get, but do not want a facade of one extra week that is actually
negated by the Christmas break. The question is a lost benefit relationship: Is
the extra week really worth the expense in convenience and, most importantly,—
academics? When all the information is put forth, the answer is most assuredly
no.
We realize that no model will satisfy everyone, but let's lipeplhe ca- lendar_that=
satisfies the majority of the university community. Lets stay with the I4-week
calendar.
Early ne t week the- Maine Campus
w 1 rep, t on preliminary results of a
oun of Colle8es survey on freulty
att• des toward proposed 14- and
-week academic calendars.
Althouth President Silverman has
publicly supported the idea of a
I5-week calendar, he says he is
waiting on the COC faculty survey
before making; a decision on his
reommendation.
-bri31tiket-De--44aas/ Jacobs,
-
- The proponents of the 14 week calendar mention "lost" weeks, summer, - .
employmentopportunities and travel it,ime as problems to be addressed. - -
If lost weeks are to be cited as' mijor roadblocks to the academic integrity we
all seek, consider the two 1a..:4eeks contributed each 41l- by The •I4-week - _ 
calendar. At least one is lost as students and professors stretch each partial-week  
break by a day or set:- ._ • ,
More important, a second "lost" week is brought about by the placement of-I--
final exams. When final exams begin the day after classes end and are given until
the day before Christmas Eve, an already stressful situation is exacerbated.
Exams must be squeezed into schedules of afready frazzled students who are
variously attending or participating in university holiday activities and family
gatherings.
Pressiirei and tacit of a designated study period result in poor performance by.
students and loss of the educational usefulness of the final exam. Worse yet,
professors, forced into giving finals during the last week of classes, make it,,
difficult for students to concentrate on their studies in other classes. In effect,
this eliminates yet another portion of a teaching week.
Even if a week were needed after the Christmas vacation of the traditional
calendar to review material, it is a week "lost" in exercise that has an overall -
benefit. The lack of a true final exam week with a study break preceding it results
in an irretrievable loss to the student.
Any advantage from the 14-week calendar allowing early exit from the campus
for summer jobs is nullified by the necessary return to school before Labor Day.
The traditional calendar leaves students free to ..work from Memorial Day
through Labor Day.
No extra travel time can be attributed to the semester break in the traditional
calendar because the later start in the fall would eliminate the need for an October
-break. This results in the same number of trips with a gain of a longer recess.
When the stress reduction, cost-effective travel time and advantage in the
summer job market are added to the obvious academic superiority of the 15-week
semester, there can be no alternative to choosing the traditional calendar.
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ATTENTION!
Anyone interested in doing
layout for the Prism yearbook
isinvited to come to a
Layout Session
Thursday night, 5:30- 9:00 p.m.
in the Ham Room
the Memorial Union.
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Learn To Lead
The Army's Officer
Candidate School
will train you for
leadership positions
in a variety of
spetiafties ranging
from combat arms to
engineering to finance.
Well give you:
• Challenge
• Responsibility
• Opportunity to Advance
• Travel
• Good Salary and Benefits
bull have pride in serving your country as
one of its future leaders. For more information
on becoming an Army Officer after college
"aduation, call: 942-714.3
ARMY.
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8 Film Review
by Tom St. Amand
Maine Campus Magazine, Thursday, January 27, 1983
chance to lend aid in such a
monumental endeavcr, Mountbatten
• arranged a meeting between the two
1Cevent meNiehru was immediately enthusiastic - -on hearing Attenborouth-Vroposal.
Kothari, a member'of the Indian High
Commission in London, knew little of
Some film critics have said tharthe film-making industry and was
"Gandhi" will emerge from this searching for a professional to help
bring the story of Indies "father,"decade as one of its most significant
films. In his analysis of this epic event, Mahatma Gandhi, to the screen..
Torn St Amand has composed an epic-- Initially, he was not interested in
avvieW, which wilL run in two parts. Xothari's idea, but 1 promised to read
6 week, (m144-if recormt-the-events-the-Gandhi- biogialAy-Trirtan-haci-'.-,nis-smement. and
•
In 1962, -actor-producer Richard boa, AttenborOugh teact thelimthat •
Attenborough was approached by an convinced him of _the need to put
Indian' named Motilal Kothari. Gandhi's story on film:"R has always
been a mystery to me how•men can feel
themselves honored by the humility of
their fellow beings." Gandhi made that
observation when he had to leave the
curb and walk in the gutters of a South
African city so as not to disgust the
Ahites who would have to share the
pavement with non-whites.
that led ID its making, and next week brought along with him and relay his the powee it • held, affected
he will review the final product. --Ed thoughts.on the subject. ' Attenboioughffir never before.
Only forty-eight pages into the Gandhi's perception was voiced not
••••
t
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pledged his support for the
and the meeting that was scheduled -
last half an hour went well past its
allotted time. 
- -
Before Attenborough left, Nehru
call-MIER 4a:tighter in to meet the film
star and hear of his plan. •Thot-ifh3 just 
aneager listener at that time, Nehru's
daughter proved to be an integral part
of the filin's production:- Her_name
was Indira Gandhi.
In "1964 Nehru died and
thar_his 
the, Indian government had vanished
wasivithout reason. After her father's
death, Indira was aj,13ointed Minister
with anger Out with unaffected for Information.,,an 13-ida&asting,
I surprise. Attertb_o_eottgh's career soo4...asid-„-being---responsible for- film--became a mission to give,O_Anhithe---productiOn in India, continued
respect he rightly-deserved. support her father had promised.
Attenborough's first step was to call --- Funds for the film were hard ,to
Kothari, who was not surprised at the attain because_the_story was risky irk.. 
reversal in the British actor's desire to terms of saleability, and financiers 
-make' the fithr.- 'Cochin, "too, reali?,ed were *wary of the fact that
theiwesome power-in Gandhi's words,
and was -affected as the Indian nation
of- 350 million--had been affected so- -
mati-Y. years earlier.- - -
Attgilimro_ ugh had op experience
directing.
Ittcars passed- h
seriptwn-Ters Were made and,' broken,
That the film would have to be of and no actor was found suitable to play
epic proportions to do its subject Gandhi. The project seemed hopeless.
Justice was without question. That In I971 Motilal Kothari died before
Attenborough would easily find a single word of the final script had
finanCiers for the project was another been written, and in 1978 Lord
• story. Mountbatten was .murdered - by an
Attenborough approached Lord I.R.A. bomb -befifire enough money-
I Louis Mountbatten, India's last had been collected-WittlittodtittitMiti-i t-: appointed viceroy; for help in motion. -
• f
1 with $100 worth of cash register receipts' 1 contacting the right people. When All three of the men inspirational to
L' ,b111 India was making the transition from Attenborough.'s vision of the film were
Macaroni & Cheese Dinners British rule to home rule, Mountbatten gone. Attenborough had to finishhad the good fortune to become a alone.
friend of Pandit Nehru, the country's On Nov. 26, 1980 filming for
first Prime Minister. Ple2ged at the "Gandhi" began.
_
3 for $1.05
N!
• A trip for 2 to- A! during Marchbreak
as Hancock Hall &Wel ls Complex fir60e7d6,
"BERMUDA TRIANGLE" in concert
Sat. Jan:- 294) WELLS CAFE, AT 9:00!
Tickets 2.00 advance, 2.50-at the door, in-
,* e cluded in automatical -
-01,,64t5ilv tickets at .50ea. or 3 1.00 J'a;L,cf-6eer.16,.\,;t1lk lPIVk 'ANIS
Aiam\-' tk`m Tropical dress ENCOURAGEDr  
()be aZa/taq, -
•
,".
-
—
-
- 
-
-
They are a group of musicians dedicated, to bringing good times and happiness
to their audiences.
,
--Berm • - _ . - .. and blue-grass band" [New York
News Worldl who Performs an unusual blend of original and familiar material ,
Bermuda Triangle has' played numerous clUbs in New York City, on local IP
television, as well as with such groups as Seals and Croft, Billy Joel, The Dave..
Bromberg Band, The Dirt.aarkt, and ,)7-lerry Chapin.
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Broken, but still running _
To the Editor: - - - I am the right choice for
I am currently running for president. I am writing this \ _
president 
— 
of -Student letter primarily to me you -
. 
--,
Government. My running the students, aware of my
mate, Tony Mangione,, and I condition so that when you see
had _big plans -for extensive The other candidates leaping  
... oor-to-door einfpaigaig, - around with grearenergy and ----------
---__
_Traterers- -and-, - vatitusittS you 11. 
.
I generally, getting iiiii-and --me out for- simply-not being 
meeting - students on all there. I am energetic and - -
possible occasions. However, 'enthusisiirir-with my current - 
Can't say punks are unoriginal
To the Editor:
In response to James
Walcott's letter in (he Campus
(1/26/83):
" -Ydeern----to contradict
yourself in the letter that you
wrote when you said, "Punk
rockers decked out in painted
shirts, old, torn t-shirts, pins
and a wide selection of
different colored pants."
Thera was indeed a "wide
selection ,of colored pants at
the last alternative music
night. To me, this denotes
originality.
Also, I only saw one PiL t-
shirt at that show, and as for
the painted t-shirts, 'mbst
people who wore them were
painted by themselves; each
one different!
Maybe you don't like punk
rock or punks, but you cannot
say that they are unoriginal.
So why don4 you get back in
your complacent closet and
put your headphones on and
--this-past-v;eekend_l_went_skitng condition. ,J have to be. ; - -
at Sugarloaf- and .yei, the Tony and Twill try-to-carry- -_
listen to somesafe music.
Cecil Strange
Orono
P.S. - My original letter was
not about punks, it was about _
the Orono Campus in general.
Punk rock is a state of mind
and not how you dress. My
attitudes have not changed
since I cut my hair and shaved
my beard. I still listen to the
same high energy music.
rumors are true. I broke itiy.""iltfranet plans as beg_
leg in three places, did major possible and ` it is still our
ligament damage and am intention to visit every dorm 
confined to a wheelchair for and every rootnr.-Just bear in
the duration. "' Ms- temporary
But the campaign shall go , difficulty and understand that
on! lc would have been very Craig Freshky, although -- 
.
• ar 
easy to' give up witlfthe excuse 'Unable to run, is clearly in the 
_
that it would 'simply be too running. ---.. -.-..-------  ..--,...\ ...... __ 
_.--- ---ft•:.: .; :•--, ...--:-"- t ..-__-.. -4,_•___„: _
-difficult, but no, I must simply \ .
work that mi?ch harder to
prove to the student body that
Sincerely,
Craig Freshley
-
United Way thanks
To the Editor:
The 1982 UMO United Way
Campaign raised $45,269 for
the Penobscot Valley United
War-Agencies. Your
participation contribigeti
significantly to the sticcess of
the campaign. The UMO
United -Way Campaigns are
that much better because of
your involvement.
Thank you!
Sincerely yours,
Ruth AnnFarrell
1982 Chairman, UMO
United Way Campaign
Commentary
- Financial aid blackmail
The federal Education bepartment announced
last week that male college students will need to
show.proof of compliance with draft registration
to receive financial aid in the coming academic
year.
The aid includes Guaranteed Student Loans,
PLUS Auxiliary Loans, National Direct Student
Loans, Pell Grants, Supplemental Grants, College
Work Study Assistance and State Student
Incentive Grants.
Meanwhile, a coalition of student organizations
has vowed to stage a campaign to repeal the
amendment linking financial aid to draft
registration. - '
There arc at least two things wrong With this
attempt-to enforce-draft registration.
- It not only discriminates by sex, but more
importantly, it discriminates by income. The
neediest students are brack-rnailet25reg1sTertnr:
Otherwise, they face cutoff of financial aid for
•
higher education, one of the few avenues to break
through the cycle of poverty.
It also forces schools to beCi5ine enforcers of
draft registration, something even court
prosecutions have failed to achieve.
Some say it's only right - the government
shouldn't support those who don't wish to provide
for the security of the country. The problem 's,
however, it's certainly debatable whether mcre
weapons and militarization of our society provides
any true security. True national Security will only
come from attempts at peace; by trying to
understand our enemies.
Even when the above argument is rejected, draft
registration still isn't justified. Nearly a quarter of
the U.S. Armed Forces are not used to protect the
homeland. The other 1.5 million military
personnet-and -about -80 -percent-of use military
budget is used to project military I abroad.
-Joe Ledo
So why have a draft registration? It could be
some foreign policy experts in America think
American interests might be threatened abroad.
Wouldn't it be nice, they might think, if a pool of
young bodies could be called to put down Third
World revolutions in one, two, or three parts of
the globe simultaneously? •
This latest attempt to enforce draft registration
shows how deperate the Reagan administration is.
is.
In a world armed to the teeth and preparing for
mass murder, thousands of men are refusing to
pull the trigger. Several have challenged the
madness by risking jail sentences, choosing to try
to change the law through the courts.
In a crazy world with little good news, I find
that to be the best news I've heard in some time.
-
- Joe •iedo is a journalism major and a former
Aember of the U.S.
 Art- Form.,
writ in
f The Mame raMpus weicofties letters-to-the-
editor. Letters should be 300 words or less and
include a name and telephone number.
Anonymous and open letters are welcome, but
names will be withheld from publication only
under special circumstances. The Maine Campus
reserves the right to edit letters for length, taste
and libel.
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first timeBlack Bear sports scene Steve Bullard   son t°
Winkin named coach of 7-83-o11ege
Black Bear baseball coach - -
John Winkin has received what
he called "one pf the nicest
hertois ever-irad'its -be-was-
named head coach of the 1983
USA College- All-star team,
which Will form the core of the
-137S-.-Olympie-teanrin-1984 at Los—
Angele! - a
"I'm very pleased to, be__
working for • the Olympic
program, especially since this is
the first stop on the way to the
Olympic games," Winkin Said.
'When you've coached (his long,
Tt feels good to be asked to
represent your country."
The USA Colkge All-Star
team will compete in the
Friendship Series with the South-
Korean and Japanese All-Star
teams, and in the Pan American
Games.
Winkin will not be the coach of
the Olympic team as that honor_
has been given to coach -Ron
Dedeaux of the Universty of
SoutherriVali for nia:-This will b
the first year baseball has been
included in the Olympics.
•
Coach Skip Chappelle has red-
shirted sophomore guard Mark
Hedtler after Hedtler sprained his
ankle-44-pleaetice-last--T4tursday.
Hedtler had rejoined the team
after rettitirmg To sclitiol at-The
• beginning of the -spring semester,
but will have to wait until the fall_
before he can play again. The
LeXington, Mass native did not
play in a game for Maine this
season.
 The Black Bears have another
player who is not eligible to play
this season. gich Henry, a-6-6
sophomore who played at North
Dakota State University last year,
transferred tc- -Maine when his
parents moved, to NOI-Wood,
Mass.
"I decided to attend a New
England school-when my parents
came here," Henry said. "My
decision came down- to either
Rhode Island or Maine, and I
chose' Maine because of its
political science program."
--Henry will join the team next
fall after sitting out this season in
accordance with NCAA rules.
Meanwhile he is happy to just
concentrate on his studies and get
used to the arta. 
001E RNMEArr
for
RESIDENT andVICE—PRESID
also
INTER—DORM BOARD
PRESIDENT and V.P.
U.M.F.B. PRESIDENT and V.P.
OFF CAMPUS
-- PRESIDENT and' -V;P;
Sign-up's Jan. 25- Jan. 31 in the
• Student Government Office.
Elections Feb. 16
Open to all activity fee paying students.
—
"l_like it here," Henry said.
"It's quiet and doesn't have a lot
of distractions like big cities and
_ __ universities have.
I I
Champ Godbolt, who
 
 averaged L8.8 points a game as a
•- sophomore tOleadMaing tea 14-
14 record, in 1981, .was declared
academically ineligible to play for
Holy Cross this semester. The 6-
4, junior guard transferred to
Holy Cross after his sophomore
year to be near his- parents and
receive a full scholarship.
Godbolt averaged 18.3 points a-
game during the Crusaders' first
# 
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John Win in
10 games this year. It is the
second time he has been declared
academically ineligible, The first
__wag during 
freshman year at UMO.
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Freshman goalie-1W Roy's
recent- performances- in goal must__
be encouraging to young hockey
players around the state. The
Lewiston native is the only Black
Bear from Maine, but he proved
the stateiSeitsaWof-produeing
players of Division I calibre as h OlaieT, 
helped beat' 'Dartmouth with 2__ ra thir
Providence in a 7-6-overtime loss with the
'Being from Maine hasn't hurt 
_194aainst Bsryaarina
against Colby 
tsaves, made 36 saves .
and notched. 31 -saves Monday
the kali' have really-made me feel 
-the univc
record._
me," Roy said. "All the guys on lineman
at home. I'm really happy just to for the U
help, I thought I'd have to wait at 
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Maine's other - goalie,
sophomore Pete 
_Sistkid,
"Ray's been playing great and
we've got to go with the. hot
goalie. He's really helping us as
we're trying to get that good,
positive attitude back."
ostar, FILL.Jcv
Feb. 16
for
•
Penobscot
Chadbourne
Hannibal Hamlin/Oak
Aroostoock
Off-Campus (3)
Fraternity (1) -
()Mord
Hart 
Cumberland 
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B.0.C. Off-Campus
Sign-ups in the
Student Government Office
3rd floor Memorial Union
Feb. 1. Feb,. T-
Open to all activity fee
paying students
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Commentary
"We walked into his office expect-
ingto meet ossI instead-we met
God," said Patticla Tindd "after
meeting Nur "Bear" Bryant for' the
first time while he was recruiting her
son to play football for the University
of Alabama.
Statistically speaking his achieve-
ments are the greatest the game has
ever seen, on either the professional
- or collegiate level The Bear had a
38-year record of 323-85-17, which
makes him the all-time- winningest
coach in college hist() He,coached
  hit/ 
 4ó:;;A- i hasupion 
 ,  
ships (all at Alabama), had eight :-
undefeated seasons , and 29 bowl
games. But it was tfis values and
humbleness that made him ininrthe
liev-ncl-litaf - -
Bryant wasn't just a coach who was
out to win at any cost, like so many of
today's coaches. Not one of Bryant's
teams was ever put on probation and
----he-had-no qualms—atuumnspending
_ player, whether he was a star halfback
or a third string defensive player.
Bryant started his coaching .career
with the University- of Maryland .in
1945 and led the Terrapin% to
record. He then quit the team after
the university president reinstated a
-lineman who Bryant had banished
-from the team., It took all done week
for the University of Kentucky to hire
him.
The Bear stuck to his principles
wherever he went. In 1950 he led
Kentucky to  their only undisputed
Southeastern Conference- Chanipron-
ship with a 9-2 record. He then went, 
• bowling and beat number one, un-
defeated Oklahoma in the Sugar Bowl.
The Bear did all of this without the
- -services- of -star back, Dopey IL
Phelps, who was suspended for
missing practice.
The majority of Bryant's players
said he was the greatest influence on
their lives- Perhaps the biggest
compliment_ ever-Paid to Bryant was
that all his players called him Coach  
Bryant and never anything else.
This trophy is annually
given to the college football
team that wins the Sugar
Bowl. In 1979 Paul "Bear"
Bryant won his sixth such
trophy as he coached his /".
Rich Garven 
breaking team rules, he was pnnished.- . - - 
The tncident wasn't covered up. - 
-  There-ntere-nculuorites.
Bryant conteuttilated-retireinent'  
1910 at age 59, but he decided te
continue coaching. Led by the Bear,
the Crimson Tide over the next decade
had the best football team in America.
Alabama won three national champ-
ionships. nine SEC-tit1ëiãiid had a
Top 10 ranking every year. Alabama
also sent -Inch players as- John
Hannah, Ozzie Newsome, Richard
Todd and Tony Nathan to the National
football League during this period.
nt
Bryant's _most memorable moment
may have been when his CrimsoilTide
Crimson Tide to 14-7 win made a goal line stand 
from the on
over Penn State- The pine yard line to beat Fenn State T4-7 in Sugar Bowl. Led by B rry
season for Bryant which
1A77SF
capped off a perfect 12-0 Krauss and Marty Lyons. t Tide
resulted in his sixth national held the Nittany Lions four
championship. consecutive downs, thus denying State
Paul "Bear" Bryant, winningest
college football coach, 69, dies
By Ken Waltz
Staff Writer '"
_
Paul "Bear" Bryant, who spent 38
years of his life coaching college
football, 25 of them at the
University of Alabama, died
of an apparent heart attack
early --Wednesday matting. He
was 69 years old.
Bryant, who was the winningest
coach in college football history with
323 victories was taken to the hospital
Tuesday night after -complaining 
chest pains. He was reportedly.
showing improvement when he had a
massive heart attack early Wednesday
_morning. •
Bryant, who retired after the 1982-83
-season, exited the game he loved in
grand fashion by gong out a winner.
Alabama downed the University of
Illinois in the Liberty Bowl December
 ',2+t5. 
-One of Etiyant's players summed up
the mood at the University of Alabama
and the entire state of Alabama
after receiving the news -of his
-of death __by_ _saying, -We lost _th_e
greatest coach in history."
--of- _a- national championship--and-
-- earning one for Bryant's undefeated--
 sq,trit:t*-12-(1): .
one blot that stands out on
Bryant's fabled houndstotnh hat ,was
his refit's-al to recruit black athletes for
the-team early on in his careen—It
wasn't until 1970 that Bryant realized
that he would have to quit the game or
recruit blacks if he expected his teams
to remain miivetitive on the field. It
took a 42=21 beating by the USC
Trojans -and Sam--Cunningham in
Birmingham to make him realize this.
Paul Bryant. The legend will grow
as the years pass, just as it did for _
-John F. --Kennedy
-Those who met him will never forget
:him and the list of those who actually/ _
never_met him, hut have_convinced
themselves that they did,will also grow-
even larger. The Bear was that type of
—
Bryant played the role of a lather. -
figure to his players, not a buddy.  If a
 player -flunked a Class Or was caught
"In,, our era, The ro-4 to
holiness necessarily passes-  --
through the world of
action."
-Hammarskjold
The M.:C.A.
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EVEN STRAIGHTAS CAN'T
HELP IF YOU FLUNK TUITION.
---t-%. r7--
'-' -oday, t _ ;shc_tAnah t ti‘I,tnizajztting 
to college ilinding the money to pay for it
But Army ROTC can help - - two .
ways'.
---3 -. Firk, you can aprity 1--,4•an-Attny
, RkirCriviholarship lt -et -4-tr niitioff,
books, and supphes.--atid-pays, you
Li p to $1,000 Ch s.Chl it NT Vts,11: it's
in effeet,.—
But even it yt)il re_ not  a
scholarship recipient.,. r-
ra'n stilt help 4k1'..
with finaneitti 1 ass;'.-
tantettp ter$1.000 i I4 tii., . _..._ 
WAIT
last two-wars in
t c program:-
For more _
information, .
contact your :-\'''
lilt tars' Scienco
ARMY ROTC.
BE ALLYOU CAI4 BE.
CALL
581-1122
_—
_
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SHOP II workshops planned for semester
. . _
ertie /Mr settles slowly. Add/Drop
is over and the SHOP II program now
has the largest membership of any
SHOP group Mis the past- severe'
yew., 
-0111"---p ,rwssrav4w1w.
-Consists-of--26-1/4students l
whom • are,- raturnees from past
semesters!! -- "-•
;allumber-51—Partic 17
we may better manage our time and
make our lives niOre meaningful and
fulfilling. 
_
--Power- of Positive
• antv-wilt -eirOtire their own
patterns of thinking and will learn how
to develop a positive-elf-image. We
will look a1' how irrational beliefSeveral workshops have already systemsvnay affect out emotions andbeen arranged for residence halls and behaviors.
classes over the next few weeks, and we
look forward to healing front more
 of 
you. We ate ready for businessll -
Our workshop offerings and a short
description of each fallow: -
'
4.._
, Alcohol and Sexuality - Participants
explore and share their thoughts and
feelings on this topic. A discussion
group format provides males and
females with the opportunity to ask
one another questions on alcohol and
—seettallty in a safe and supportive
setting.
Sire* - We will learn
how to distinguish between positive
and negative ways for YOU to cope -l with stressful life situations.
Relaxation techniques will be used so
that participants may experience
rnethods of relieving stress.
Communication Skills - Participants
Time Management-Vtaciikcit -Aare
I 68 littuts weeltLIn-lItg weeksbnp,
we look at simple techniques by which
Visest speakers
series offered
Corbett Hall, home of EPHS
Assertiveness - In this workshop,
participants learn ter_distinguish
between nonassertive, 'assertive and-
agressive behavior,, and are asked to
will focus on how they -communicate. ass-ess their
and through role-playing and the use communication.
of real-fife experiences will- practice_ If you are interested in setting up
some of the basic _aspects of effective workshop for your ,residence hall,
coinmunication._, _ or group, please re:
Speak to your R.A., 
_ or
instructor, or call DaVi PA.. ird at
581-4769. Monday or FricitY between
9:00-12 Noon at which time you may
set up a workshop or set up an
aPPointment to visit one of the Peer
smell . style of
-Educators. --""
When the logistics --for - your
workshop have been teekSHOP 11 will 0 
 
--
send flyers and posters to you one week
in advance of the workshop to -aid in
your promotion efforts. 
, We require 1.0 days a vance-
--notification for a workshop request.
So please, plan ahead!!
Switchboard provides students with answers 
(Exploring Professions in Health As you may recall, last semester theSciences) is offering a guest Peer Sexuality Programspeakers series this spring. The 
- switchboard service_ for.programs-are open to all of the
UMO community - student and
staff members. 
--_,- 
-
Refreshments
-will be setved.__
The first -prtyptam -war on
January 25. Niki Kobritz,
Eastern Maine Medical Center,
presented, a program on "Rural
'Pediatric Medicine."
The rest of the programs are all
scheduled for Tuesdays, 7 p.m. in
the Corbett Hall Lobby. They
are:
Feb. 1
Clinical Genetic Research 
= I
- Presented by Dr, Laurent
Beauregard, EMMC. ii
slide presentation
Feb. 15
Forensic Medicine
Presented by Dr. SandraHoover, UMO
Feb. 22
Marine Biology Research la
Antartica
provided a
students.
For, your
ir&-rination
Hilltop Craft Center Classes
Registration Week of Feb. 1- 4
• A General Crafts Course and
thc ever popular Pottery Course
arc among the many crafts 4411•1110;-4being offered this spring. Also,
three new classes have been
added:
Weaving
Silver Snsithing
Spinning
For further information
contact Lee Kachan, 4849.
:Residential Life Adetairry
Committee a
The Residential Life Advisory
Committee is again meeting
----'-Tuesdays,, Noon - 1:15 p.m. in
York Private Dining Room.
- The Residential Life Advisory
--Committee is an advisory board
ID the Director of Residential
Life and reviews all policies,
procedures and life style changes.
The meetings are open. You
Ate welcome to make suggestions
and to loin the discussions. ,
Deart
Presented by Dr. JohrLz._
•
presentation 
-
March 1
Computer Use in Medicine
Presented by Randall Roy, .
EMMC
April 5
A Career as a Midwife
-Presenred-b-y-
CNM
April 12
Careers
Medicine
Presented by Dr. Michael
Sargent, Cutler Health Center .
For mote information, call
581-4730
Eftergettcy
The band COUNTERFEIT is
playing at the Bear's Den this
Friday, Jan, 211, .and Saturday _Jan. 29. -
Remember that the Bear's
Den hours hate been extended
to 1 a.m. both nights. ,
Students could call the office during
the evenings for answers to questions
on numerous sexuality topics and
referral sources.
For example, if a student-wanted to
Utile price differences of
-contraceptives between the Gyn Clinic
at Cutler and Family Planning, a Peer
Educator could provide the needed
- information. Other students called to
find out more about a sexuality topic
they were researching. There were also
students who called to learn about the
program, or to request a workshop.
Then, there were the more serious
calls, such as "I'm pregnant, where
can I go for help?" ------,--------- •
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At the present time,---The Peer
Educators are deciding whit hours the
Switchboard should be operated this
semester. They will probably be the
same -- Sun., Mon., Tues.„ Thurs.,
-
•
frons6.10 p.m. and Wed. 9-It p.m .------- _ 
_We would like to have your input on
the Switchboard service. What hour;
should we run the service to best meet
your needs? How can we reach out to
students who feel hesitant in calling,
even ..though they do have questions?
How dis you reel about calling a peer
for help in this area? Please, drop us a
line at Hancock Hall, come visit, or 
 
---
call 581-4769.
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